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BackgroundBackground

Founded 1966, semiFounded 1966, semi--rural NCrural NC
12 MD FTE & 4 CPNPs12 MD FTE & 4 CPNPs
55% Medicaid, 40% Private, 5% Cash pay55% Medicaid, 40% Private, 5% Cash pay
Now 3 sitesNow 3 sites
18,100 active patients (9884 flu vax so far)18,100 active patients (9884 flu vax so far)

65,000 office visits in 201365,000 office visits in 2013
NCQA PCMH recognized (level 2) NCQA PCMH recognized (level 2) 

Renewed in 2014Renewed in 2014
BCBSBCBS--NC created significant incentive for NCQA NC created significant incentive for NCQA 
recognitionrecognition

www.sandhillspeds.comwww.sandhillspeds.com





Basic QIBasic QI

DonDon’’t analyze it to deatht analyze it to death
Share widely, and steal shamelessly!Share widely, and steal shamelessly!

No one has a monopoly on a good ideaNo one has a monopoly on a good idea

More failures=more successesMore failures=more successes
Thomas Edison Thomas Edison -- ““I have not failed. II have not failed. I’’ve just found ve just found 
10,000 ways that won10,000 ways that won’’t workt work””
PlanPlan--DoDo--StudyStudy--ActAct

Rapid small tests of changeRapid small tests of change
QI never stopsQI never stops-- it is an attitude to address the worldit is an attitude to address the world



Example 1Example 1

SHP originally had no appts with clinicians, just with the SHP originally had no appts with clinicians, just with the 
practice (pile of charts like an ER)practice (pile of charts like an ER)
--Open Access collaborative with NICHQ 10 yrs ago.Open Access collaborative with NICHQ 10 yrs ago.

--cycle time was 60 minutes for a sick visit and 90 cycle time was 60 minutes for a sick visit and 90 
minutes for a check up!minutes for a check up!

--interventionsinterventions-- appt with clinician, clinician nurse appt with clinician, clinician nurse 
pairing, measured cycle timepairing, measured cycle time

--match supply and demandmatch supply and demand
--cycle time now: sick=25, well=30 (maximize time cycle time now: sick=25, well=30 (maximize time 

with care team, not waiting room)with care team, not waiting room)



Sustaining gainsSustaining gains

Due to successes, practice is growing rapidlyDue to successes, practice is growing rapidly
Adding docs, adding sitesAdding docs, adding sites
How to manage complexity?How to manage complexity?

Call centerCall center
Schedule the whole practice, not one officeSchedule the whole practice, not one office
Easier to do QA if 5 people make appts instead of 45Easier to do QA if 5 people make appts instead of 45
Allows measurement of abandoned calls, wait time, etc.Allows measurement of abandoned calls, wait time, etc.



Current projectsCurrent projects
Measuring appt demand by time of dayMeasuring appt demand by time of day

(this will build the case for online appt requests)(this will build the case for online appt requests)
Walk in flu vaccineWalk in flu vaccine

Best flu vaccine strategy so farBest flu vaccine strategy so far
Weight based doseWeight based dose--band for expensive Abxband for expensive Abx

Optimize dispense volumeOptimize dispense volume
Walk in clinic?Walk in clinic?

Continuity is difficult, but competing with Urgent Continuity is difficult, but competing with Urgent 
care/ER/NP in a Pharmacycare/ER/NP in a Pharmacy

Local SCCN practice is having runaway success with walkin Local SCCN practice is having runaway success with walkin 
sick and well visits.sick and well visits.

Reducing ER utilization is a major priority for all payorsReducing ER utilization is a major priority for all payors



Flu vax deliveryFlu vax delivery--innovate! Pinnovate! P--DD--SS--AA

Richest country in the world fails to deliver Richest country in the world fails to deliver 
vaccine to its population (49% of kids got vaccine to its population (49% of kids got 
flu vax last season)flu vax last season)
Tried Saturday clinicTried Saturday clinic-- only 250 dosesonly 250 doses
AddAdd--on flu clinic formon flu clinic form
Drive through Flumist?Drive through Flumist?
Online appts Online appts ––Google Google ““flash apptsflash appts””
Walk in flu clinic was greatest success!Walk in flu clinic was greatest success!







Flu vaccine(and collards) at Street FairFlu vaccine(and collards) at Street Fair



Constant contactConstant contact

Easy email marketingEasy email marketing
Put those MU emails to use!Put those MU emails to use!







““High costHigh cost”” pediatric drugspediatric drugs

Budget dust compared to adult medicineBudget dust compared to adult medicine
But stillBut still……. Crazy to spend more money for no . Crazy to spend more money for no 
good reason!good reason!

Standardized weightStandardized weight--based dosing for Amox/Clav based dosing for Amox/Clav 
(Augmentin) and Cefdinir (Omnicef)(Augmentin) and Cefdinir (Omnicef)

Could do fancy mg/kg autoCould do fancy mg/kg auto--dose roundingdose rounding-- but isnbut isn’’t this t this 
easier?easier?

*lawyers please note: following doses are for illustration *lawyers please note: following doses are for illustration 
only, please verify dosing prior to prescribing!only, please verify dosing prior to prescribing!







PostPost--Partum Depression ScreeningPartum Depression Screening

Edinburgh PostEdinburgh Post--Partum Depression screenPartum Depression screen
FamilyFamily--centered carecentered care
Major negative effect on motherMajor negative effect on mother--child pairchild pair
Administered at 2 & 4 mo checkupAdministered at 2 & 4 mo checkup

Initial skepticism, now one of favorite QI Initial skepticism, now one of favorite QI 
projectsprojects





Vaccine ErrorsVaccine Errors

Many possible errors in vaccine adminMany possible errors in vaccine admin
Could give VFC vaccine to private insurance Could give VFC vaccine to private insurance 
child of vice versa, document it incorrectly in child of vice versa, document it incorrectly in 
the registry, etcthe registry, etc

We have given >45,000 vaccines in 2013We have given >45,000 vaccines in 2013
Vaccine RN was 4+ frustrated at error rate after Vaccine RN was 4+ frustrated at error rate after 
problem was problem was ““fixedfixed”” in the pastin the past

Latest QI project= run chart of errors/monthLatest QI project= run chart of errors/month



Run Chart exampleRun Chart example 
(fake data)(fake data)
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Tell a story!Tell a story!

2 weeks ago, I asked our group to begin 2 weeks ago, I asked our group to begin 
SBAR communicationSBAR communication

Boring !  How to get their attention?Boring !  How to get their attention?
Air crash in TenerifeAir crash in Tenerife

Following slides from http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/space/finalFollowing slides from http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/space/final--eighteight--
minutes.htmlminutes.html



TenerifeTenerife

On March 27, 1977, on the island of Tenerife in 
the Canary Islands, two 747 jumbo jets collided 
on a fog-shrouded runway, killing 583 people in 
what is still the deadliest crash in aviation 
history. Because the actions of both the flight 
crews of the two aircraft and Los Rodeos Airport's 
air traffic controllers directly contributed to the 
disaster, the log of conversations between the 
two planes and the tower in the minutes leading 
up to the collision was investigators' key tool for 
ultimately piecing together the events. Here, read 
an annotated transcript of the two planes' 
communications with the tower.





1705:53.4 APP:1705:53.4 APP: KLM 8705 [sic] uh KLM 8705 [sic] uh you are clearedyou are cleared to the Papa beacon. to the Papa beacon. 
Climb to and maintain flight level 90 ... right turn after takeoClimb to and maintain flight level 90 ... right turn after takeoff proceed with ff proceed with 
heading 040 until intercepting the 325 radial from Las Palmas VOheading 040 until intercepting the 325 radial from Las Palmas VOR.R.
1706:09.6 KLM RT:1706:09.6 KLM RT: Ah, roger, sir, we're cleared to the Papa beacon flight Ah, roger, sir, we're cleared to the Papa beacon flight 
level 90, right turn out 040 until intercepting the 325, and level 90, right turn out 040 until intercepting the 325, and we're now (at we're now (at 
takeoff)takeoff)..
1706:11.08:1706:11.08: [Brakes of KLM 4805 are released.][Brakes of KLM 4805 are released.]
1706:12.25 KLM 1:1706:12.25 KLM 1: Let's go ... check thrust.Let's go ... check thrust.
1706:14.00:1706:14.00: [Sound of engines starting to accelerate.][Sound of engines starting to accelerate.]
1706:18.19 APP:1706:18.19 APP: Okay.Okay.
Why Air Traffic Control would say "okay" after KLM has said it iWhy Air Traffic Control would say "okay" after KLM has said it is taking off s taking off 
is unknownis unknown. Perhaps, the official investigation noted, the controller thou. Perhaps, the official investigation noted, the controller thought ght 
that KLM meant "we're now at takeoff that KLM meant "we're now at takeoff positionposition." But the problem is ." But the problem is 
compounded in the moments immediately following, when both Air Tcompounded in the moments immediately following, when both Air Traffic raffic 
Control and Pan Am RT Control and Pan Am RT speak simultaneouslyspeak simultaneously. This causes a shrill noise in . This causes a shrill noise in 
the KLM cockpit that lasts for almost four seconds and makes thethe KLM cockpit that lasts for almost four seconds and makes the following following 
three communications hard to hear in the KLM cockpitthree communications hard to hear in the KLM cockpit::
1706:20.08 APP:1706:20.08 APP: Stand by for takeoff ... I will call you.Stand by for takeoff ... I will call you.
PA1:PA1: No, uh.No, uh.
PA RT:PA RT: And we are still taxiing down the runway, the Clipper 1736.And we are still taxiing down the runway, the Clipper 1736.

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/space/final-eight-minutes.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/space/final-eight-minutes.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/space/final-eight-minutes.html


Aviation/medical safetyAviation/medical safety

Root cause= communication failureRoot cause= communication failure
SolutionSolution-- controlled vocabulary, close the controlled vocabulary, close the 
communication loopcommunication loop
Similar issues in medicineSimilar issues in medicine

Aviation does a great job on QA & QIAviation does a great job on QA & QI
Checklists!Checklists!

““Checklist ManifestoChecklist Manifesto”” Atul GawandeAtul Gawande
Clinical flowsheets= checklistsClinical flowsheets= checklists



SBARSBAR

SituationSituation
BackgroundBackground
AssessmentAssessment
RecommendationRecommendation



SBAR exampleSBAR example
Here is an example of a call to a physician using SBAR:Here is an example of a call to a physician using SBAR:
IntroductionIntroduction
Dr. Jones, this is Deb McDonald RN, I am calling from ABC HospitDr. Jones, this is Deb McDonald RN, I am calling from ABC Hospital about al about 
your patient Jane Smith. your patient Jane Smith. 
SituationSituation
Here's the situation: Mrs. Smith is having increasing dyspnea anHere's the situation: Mrs. Smith is having increasing dyspnea and is d is 
complaining of chest pain. complaining of chest pain. 
BackgroundBackground
The supporting background information is that she had a total knThe supporting background information is that she had a total knee ee 
replacement two days ago. About two hours ago she began complainreplacement two days ago. About two hours ago she began complaining of ing of 
chest pain. Her pulse is 120 and her blood pressure is 128/54. Schest pain. Her pulse is 120 and her blood pressure is 128/54. She is he is 
restless and short of breath. restless and short of breath. 
AssessmentAssessment
My assessment of the situation is that she may be having a cardiMy assessment of the situation is that she may be having a cardiac event or ac event or 
a pulmonary embolism. a pulmonary embolism. 
RecommendationRecommendation
I recommend that you see her immediately and that we start her oI recommend that you see her immediately and that we start her on 02 n 02 
stat. Do you agree?stat. Do you agree?

http://www.saferhealthcare.com/sbar/whathttp://www.saferhealthcare.com/sbar/what--isis--sbar/sbar/



ChecklistsChecklists

New patientNew patient
Vaccine records, med list, specialist list, PCMH Vaccine records, med list, specialist list, PCMH 
policypolicy

Closing the officeClosing the office
Confirm fridge door closed, all computers Confirm fridge door closed, all computers 
logged out, etclogged out, etc
Simple and fun!Simple and fun!

Meaningful Use funMeaningful Use fun







HuddlesHuddles

Mentor young physiciansMentor young physicians
The clinician is the QuarterbackThe clinician is the Quarterback

Our attitude sets the toneOur attitude sets the tone
Lead the care teamLead the care team

Predict problemsPredict problems
Organize records, suppliesOrganize records, supplies

Huddle sheet next page modified from Huddle sheet next page modified from 
www.improvingchroniccare.org/downloads/3.4_huddle_sheet.doc 





Child PsychiatryChild Psychiatry

Just added an employed Child Psychiatrist!Just added an employed Child Psychiatrist!
Billing is incredibly hardBilling is incredibly hard

Some BCBS mental health goes to BCBS, some to Some BCBS mental health goes to BCBS, some to 
Magellan, some to United Health Care!Magellan, some to United Health Care!
The separation of the mind from the body in The separation of the mind from the body in 
insurance world makes the whole person care we insurance world makes the whole person care we 
want to provide incredibly difficultwant to provide incredibly difficult



ConclusionConclusion

PCMH is an organized list of QI projectsPCMH is an organized list of QI projects
Find the projects that mean the most to you Find the projects that mean the most to you 
and your staffand your staff
Ask your patients!Ask your patients!

Innovate!  Change to world to be the one you Innovate!  Change to world to be the one you 
want to live in!want to live in!
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